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cal direction (Fig 2, 3). The smooth pursuit movement was found to be saccadic or stepwise in six of 18 patients examined for the horizontal direction and in 12 of ... 
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Oculomotor Abnormalities in Parkinson's Disease Hiroshi



Shibasaki, MD; Sadatoshi Tsuji, MD; Yoshigoro Kuroiwa, MD



\s=b\ Ocular movement was studied in 19



with Parkinson's disease and in ten normal controls. Common abnormalities included "hypometric saccade" on the eye-tracking test and on command, "saccadic pursuit," and convergence paresis. Reaction time was longer in patients with Parkinson's disease than in controls for horizontal saccadic gaze, finger movements, and body movements. Maximal saccadic velocity of horizontal gaze was slower in patients with Parkinson's disease than in controls. Slowing of the horizontal saccadic movement correlated significantly with an increased reaction time of finger and body movements. Correlation of decreased saccadic velocity with increased reaction time of finger movement was found for the finger ipsilateral to the direction of horizontal gaze, but not for the contralateral finger. It is postulated from these facts that bradykinesia also exists in eye movements in Parkinson's disease. (Arch Neurol 36:360-364, 1979)
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poorly understood.1" Whether the ocu¬



lomotor abnormalities seen in Parkin¬ son's disease are directly related to abnormalities of the nigro-striatal system has not been clarified yet. There is controversy as to whether or not bradykinesia, the most impor¬ tant symptom of Parkinson's disease, exists in ocular movement as well. The same holds true for rigidity. As far as hand or body movement is concerned, bradykinesia is best reflected by a prolonged initiation time.2023 There¬ fore, the present study was undertak¬ en to investigate the initiation time of eye movements in Parkinson's disease as a possible index of bradykinesia. Special attention was directed to the relationship between the reaction time (RT) as well as the saccadic veloc¬ ity of eye movements and the RT of other movements. Electro-oculograph1.0 r»···



works on ocular movement in T^arlier J-J



Parkinson's disease were based on the clinical observation of patients with postencephalitic parkinson¬ ism.111 Among various kinds of oculo¬ motor abnormalities reported, the fre¬ quent occurrence of vertical gaze paresis, convergence paresis, oculogyric crisis, and disturbance of pursuit following movement was stressed. Similar abnormalities have been re¬ ported in patients with idiopathic dis¬ parkinsonism (Parkinson's ease),23812 although oculogyric crisis has been found to be rather character¬ istic for postencephalitic parkinson¬ ism.7-811 More recent studies of ocular movement in patients with Parkin¬ son's disease in which the electromyogram" and the electro-oculogram (EOG)11"1" were used confirmed the previous clinical observations. Howev¬ er, the pathophysiological mechanism underlying those oculomotor disorders still remains to be clarified. Basal ganglia are believed to partieAccepted for publication Aug 4, 1978. From the Department of Neurology, Neurological Institute, Faculty of Medicine, Kyushu University, Fukuoka, Japan. Reprint requests to Neurological Institute, Faculty of Medicine, Kyushu University 60, Maidashi, Higashi-ku, Fukuoka City 812, Japan (Dr Shibasaki).



ic findings in the patients are also described in comparison with those in the normal controls.
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SUBJECTS AND METHODS



patients, eight men and 11 with Parkinson's disease were studied clinically and electrophysiologically. Their ages at the time of exam¬ ination ranged from 49 to 69 years. The majority were receiving antiparkinsonian medications that included levodopa at the time of examination. Ten healthy men, ranging from 42 to 58 years of age, served Nineteen



women,



as a



control.



Neuro-ophthalmologic investigations



in¬ cluded studies of EOG, RT, and maximal saccadic velocity of the horizontal ocular movement in addition to clinical observa¬ tions. These tests were carried out in a sitting position, with the patient's head fixed in a head-hold. Cup electrodes were placed on the outer canthi and on the glabella for recording the horizontal ocular movement, and above and below each eye for the vertical movement. The EOG was
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NC of which smooth movement at Fig 1.—"Cogwheel pursuit threshold," frequency target pursuit movement just began to be interrupted by saccadic movements, in Parkinson's disease and normal controls (NC). For akinesia, rigidity and tremor, + + indicates marked degree, +, moderate degree, and ±, mild degree or no, respectively. Cases at 1.0 Hz are ones whose smooth pursuit movement was not interrupted at 1.0 Hz or above. Note that all five cases with markedly decreased cogwheel pursuit threshold showed more than moderate degree of rigidity, but mild or no tremor. Parkinson's Disease
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Fig 2.—Electro-oculogram in patient with Parkinson's disease. Saccadic movement on eye-tracking test is grossly disorganized in stepwise or hypometric pattern. On verbal command, saccadic movement is slowed and occasionally hypometric. H indicates horizontal original curve; dH, horizontal velocity curve; and T, target movement. Upward deflection shows leftward movement, and downward rightward.



Fig 3.—Electro-oculogram of patient with Parkinson's disease. Saccadic movement on eye-tracking test, shown on top three tracings, is hypometric. Smooth pursuit movement on following target moving sinusoidally at 0.25 Hz, shown at bottom, is interrupted by small saccadic movements.
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a nine-channel polygraph time constant of 1.5 seconds for recording the original curve and of 0.03 seconds for the velocity curve. Target movements for the eye-tracking test (sac¬ cadic and smooth sinusoidal) were pro¬ duced by an oculomotor stimulator, and projected onto a screen 1.5 m in front of the eyes, so that the width of the target move¬ ment subtended 10 to 30°. Frequency of the smooth sinusoidal movement was increased in a stepwise fashion from 0.15 to 1 Hz. The frequency at which the smooth pursuit movement just began being inter¬ rupted by saccadic movements was defined as "cogwheel pursuit threshold." For recording the voluntary gaze in response to verbal command, five targets were placed on the screen, ie, the forward gaze or primary position, 26° lateral to each side, and 26° above and below the primary posi¬ tion. The reaction time of horizontal gaze was measured by using a whole body reaction timer. The subject was required to respond as quickly as possible to a tone stimulus presented from behind at a manually controlled, random rate by making a saccadic movement from the primary posi¬ tion to fix his gaze on a target 26 ° lateral. The timer started with the beginning of the tone burst and stopped when the EOG reached a certain level. An RT session was made up of four blocks, two each for the left and the right lateral gazes. Each block consisted of 22 trials. Trials with the maxi¬ mal and the minimal RTs were omitted from the analysis, so that the mean RT of 20 trials was obtained from each block. For obtaining the maximal saccadic velocity of horizontal gaze, the EOG at the time of RT examination was recorded on the polygraph at a paper speed of 6 cm/s. A tangential line was drawn along the maxi¬ mal gradient of the saccadic EOG, and its angular velocity was manually measured. The mean value of the maximal saccadic velocity was obtained from at least two blocks of ten trials each. The reaction times of finger and body movements were determined on the same day as the neuro-ophthalmologic evalua¬ tion. The subject was required to respond as quickly as possible to a tone stimulus by pressing a button with an index finger for the RT of finger movement and by step¬ ping off a mat from a standing position for the RT of body movement. The timer started with the tone and stopped when the button was depressed or when the subject just stepped off the mat. Each RT session consisted of 22 trials. Excluding the trials with the maximal and the minimal RTs, the mean RT of 20 trials was obtained for each session. In addition to these tests, the intensity of bradykinesia, the rigidity of the neck muscles, and hand tremor were graded for each patient by two neurol¬
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In all subjects of the normal control group, EOG was normal at rest, on
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forward gaze at the primary position, and on verbal command to make a saccadic movement in all directions. But on the eye-tracking test, saccadic movement was hypometric in one subject for the horizontal direction and in two for the vertical direction, although to a mild degree. Smooth pursuit movement was abnormal in two subjects for the horizontal direc¬ tion and in seven for the vertical direction, showing a moderately de¬ creased cogwheel pursuit threshold



frequency (Fig 1). Convergence was moderately insufficient in one subject and mildly impaired in two. Oculo-



cephalic response (OCR) was normal in all subjects both for the horizontal and vertical directions. Optokinetic nystagmus (OKN) was normal in all subjects for the horizontal direction but insufficient in two subjects for the



vertical direction. In the patient group, the EOG at rest and that on forward gaze at the primary position were normal in all cases. There was no oculomotor impersistence. The saccadic movement in response to verbal command was abnormal in five of 16 subjects exam¬ ined for the horizontal direction and also in five of 16 for the vertical direction. The abnormalities common¬ ly included "hypometric saccade" and slowing of the saccadic movement



(Fig 2).
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